DM (Ephesos)
Recap?
Amadan
We shopped in town, spending some of our hard-earned reward, and met a traveling circus. After disintegrating a rogue skeleton, we then headed into the forest without any foresight or preparation and got lost in the woods. We fought a few skeletons and bedded down for the night. Amadan slept up in a tree, Sawbones under a tree, Alex out in the open, and the rest in a tent.
DM (Ephesos)
Stymied by snow and a lack of food, you glumly returned to Mekos. Thankfully, Amadan was able to lead you out of the swamp and back to civilization, once you realized just how totally lost you were.
Upon returning to town, you quickly found that Martha's circus had rigged up a stage in roughly the center of town, clearing the surrounding area of snow. There was also another skeletal construct being dragged around by a few acrobats.
For the most part, Mekos is quiet. Then again, a foot of snowfall tends to do that to a town.
Alexander
Has anybody read The Sea-Sprayed Bodice yet?
Amadan
"Last time I let Alexander drag me around. Going off into the woods chasing wild skeletons without a care in the world..."
Alexander
"We'd have been fine if not for the storm."
Amadan
I look for a shop(s) that carries rations, water canteens, and rope.
Esstra
I help
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Streetwise)
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Streetwise)
Esstra
(Huh.)
Amadan
"Come on, we can go to Escafol's forge."
Head there.
(Also, double thirteens... that could be a really good sign or a really bad omen.)
Alexander
I follow Amadan. "I can't believe these circus people are at it again. When will people learn that skeletons aren't harmless?"
Esstra
I follow.
Kurex
I follow Amadan as well.
Amadan
"Probably one of their throats gets clawed out."
DM (Ephesos)
Escafol's forge is a sturdy stone building, which houses both his forge and his home.
When you arrive, you find that the door is locked. Not entirely surprising.
Amadan
I think for a moment.
Esstra
"Kurex, you're the best at picking locks, aren't you?"
Amadan
(Dammit, the one day I choose NOT to prepare Detrimentum...)
Alexander
"It's enough to make you wonder why we didn't loot his home until now."
DM (Ephesos)
The lock looks fairly simple, but sturdy. He was a smith, after all.
Alexander
I circle the building, looking for low windows, basement doors, or any other easy entry points. 
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Perception)
Amadan
"Kurex, you still have that pen?"
Alexander
"Guys, I think there are undead nearby."
Amadan
"...This is Risis. There are always undead nearby."
Alexander
"He may have left zombies inside, as guards."
I cast Detect Undead.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Sawbones
"Anyone else sick of Zombies yet?"
Kurex
I prepare to cast a Missile spell just in case.
Amadan
(Eph, since we're back in town, is it too late to swap out Comestible Succor for Detrimentum?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Eh, fair enough.)
Amadan
"Um... We've never encountered any zombies."
Alexander
"Okay, there is something dead or undead inside this house. Or, possibly, both."
Amadan
I sigh, back up, then cast Detrimentum on the lock. Preferably on the part that actually holds the door in place, not the main body.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Ephesos)
BZZT. A thin green ray of energy strikes the lock, and a smoking hole is left in the door.
Alexander
I draw my sword and buckle my buckler.
Esstra
I open the door.
Sawbones
I ready my bonesaw.
Amadan
I ready the Ricochet bow and an arrow.
Alexander
From behind Esstra, I look inside.
Kurex
I ready my readiness.
DM (Ephesos)
The inside of Escafol's house is fairly plain. You appear to have entered the living room, as there is a table and chairs. There are no zombies inside.
Esstra
Perception check to make sure we're not about to be ambushed.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Perception)
Amadan
I quietly enter, keeping an ear open for zombies.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (Perception)
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided dice: 20 (Perception)
Alexander
Can I still sense them?
DM (Ephesos)
There is nothing of note in the room.
Alexander
What doors are there?
DM (Ephesos)
There are two doors, both wooden and both closed.
Sawbones
"Everyone get in before someone sees us breaking in."
I go in last and close the door after everyone is in.
Esstra
"There's definitely something moving around in this house somewhere."
"Everyone ready for a fight?"
Alexander
I enter the room, and put my ear to the door on the left.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 17 (Perception)
Amadan
I whisper, "I'll take the left door."
Kurex
Whispers: "There's someone behind the door to the left. Or something."
Whispering: "And something burning."
Sawbones
I test the door handle to see if it is locked.
DM (Ephesos)
The door is not locked.
Amadan
Whisper, "That's probably the forge."
Sawbones
"Here we go again, time to go thought the doors that life gives us and kill the zombies behind them."
Alexander
I roar "Follow me!" and burst through the left door.
Kurex
I quickly but cautiously follow Alexander.
Sawbones
I enter also.
Amadan
I stay put and watch the right door.
Esstra
I cast a quick heal spell on Alexander.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra heals Alexander for 5, at the cost of 1 stamina.
Alexander
"Despair, ye zombies, for your second death is upon you!"
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Intimidate)
DM (Ephesos)
You burst through the door, and indeed this seems to be the forge. There is a proper stone forge at the back of the room, still lit and burning, and there are rows of tools along the walls.
There are a few sturdy workbenches, and one big anvil.
There is also a zombie chained to the far wall. It's shuffling around, at the limit of its chain.
It appears to be straining towards a chunk of fetid meat that's been left on a workbench, just out of its reach.
Alexander
"Hey, an actual zombie."
"Finally."
Amadan
I go through the door to the right, stealthily, and look around.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Perception)
Alexander
I cast Hold Undead on the zombie.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Kurex
Just for the hell of it, I take the meat and toss it over to the zombie.
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex tosses the meat at the zombie, but Alexander's Hold Undead spell has already taken effect.
Kurex
My good (bad?) deed for the day done.
Sawbones
"Hello zombie fiend, are you hungry?"
Alexander
"Never feed a zombie, Kurex."
"That is the first rule of zombie hunting."
"Now, search the room while I hold it."
Esstra
"I'm going to kill it, unless anyone objects."
Alexander
"Fine by me."
Amadan
"My question is, why didn't you just do that to begin with?"
DM (Ephesos)
The zombie appears to be in very bad shape, even for a zombie.
Sawbones
"Why would Escafol have a zombie chained up in here?"
Amadan
"Other than leading a cult of evil necromancers?"
Sawbones
"Well, do you think it was for working the forge or something of the sort?"
Amadan
"It was more than likely a guard dog of sorts."
"At any rate, having a zombie near open flames seems to be a bad idea."
Esstra
I cast turn undead at the zombie.
And it's held pretty tightly, so I'm going to take ten to do it.
DM (Ephesos)
The zombie is obliterated in a blast of holy light.
The shackles clank loose against the wall.
Amadan
Are the shackles stuck in the wall, or can I take them?
Sawbones
I search the room for any forged items or not that stand out.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
They are firmly anchored to the wall, and would not be much use if removed.
Kurex
Is there anything else interesting in this room? I search around a little, among the tools and on the workbench.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Perception)
Amadan
I search for any water canteens.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Perception)
Alexander
Are there other doors, or just the one we came through?
Amadan
(This isn't good)
Kurex
(What isn't?)
Amadan
(I'm getting a bunch of high rolls. That means that when I need the dice most, they'll be rolling crap)
DM (Ephesos)
The tools in this room are all basically mundane, and you can find pretty much any tools you need that aren't masterwork or super-specialized.
You also find seven flasks of water.
You all see Amadan wander over to the forge, and start poking at a section of the floor.
Alexander
"What is it, Amadan?"
Amadan
"There's something odd here..."
Sawbones
"Zombie odd?"
Alexander
I search the spot.
Kurex
I search the same spot.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (Artifice)
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Artifice)
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Artifice)
Alexander
Is my zombie-sense still tingling?
DM (Ephesos)
Sure enough, you find a trap door concealed as a flagstone. It opens into a dark shaft, with a ladder leading down.
Alexander
"Careful, there might or might not be more undead."
Amadan
If there's any loose pieces of wood around, I use one, create a firebrand with it, and hold it near the shaft for light.
Sawbones
"Anyone have a torch?"
Kurex
I cast light.
Er... on my dagger.
Sawbones
"Huzzah, we have light! Let us descend."
I start climbing down.
Esstra
I climb down.
Kurex
I climb ahead, shining my daggerlight ahead of me.
DM (Ephesos)
Your lights illuminate the shaft as you climb, down into a dark and musty room.
Amadan
I follow them down with my improvised torch.
DM (Ephesos)
It's warm down here, probably due to the forge's proximity.
Alexander
I follow, too. "See anything?"
Sawbones
I check out the room.
DM (Ephesos)
The room contains some raw ore in sacks, and there is a heavy wooden door at the far end. The room isn't very large.
Sawbones
Can I hear anything from the other side of the door?
Esstra
I check the door to see whether it's locked.
DM (Ephesos)
The door is in fact locked. When you touch it to check, you're surprised by how cold it is.
There is no sound down here, other than what you make.
Alexander
I cast Detect Undead on the next room.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Kurex
I empty one of the sacks on the ground to see if anything else is hidden in there.
Amadan
I put the unlit end of the torch in my mouth so I can use my bow if necessary.
DM (Ephesos)
You spill iron ore out onto the floor.
Alexander
I try to jimmy the lock with my dagger.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Artifice)
Sawbones
I stand at the ready with scalpels in both hands while he works the lock.
Amadan
"Ooh oh ut uld eee ice? Uh herd had."
Kurex
("Who or what could see ice"?)
DM (Ephesos)
There's a soft *click* as the lock snaps.
Alexander
I pass through the door.
Amadan
I hold my bow aloft with an arrow pointed at the door.
Sawbones
I follow.
Esstra
I follow.
Kurex
I follow too.
Amadan
I follow near the back.
DM (Ephesos)
The door opens into an even smaller room. The air in here is very cold, and smells rank.
The first thing you notice is a pentagram in the center of the room, with a decaying corpse on it.
Kurex
"Huh. Escafol seems to have had a hobby."
DM (Ephesos)
There are also a few small wooden boxes along the walls.
Alexander
"There's a trace of necromantic magic in here. I think he was trying to make another zombie."
Sawbones
Are there any candles on the pentagram?
Alexander
I start searching the boxes.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Perception)
Kurex
"Then he probably made the one upstairs too."
I search the boxes as well.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 20 (Perception)
Kurex
(Woo! Two criticals in five rolls. I'm on fire.)
Amadan
"Oh eh igh eee uh rap."
Esstra
I examine the body. Can I tell who it was?
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 17 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
The body is far too decayed to identify.
It also appears to have been sliced in various places, and burned slightly.
Amadan
I keep an arrow trained on the body.
Esstra
So, too old to be one of the recent disappearances?
DM (Ephesos)
(Most likely, yes.)
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander turns out a few dusty tomes, some packets of herbs, and lots of candles and chalk.
Sawbones
I examine the cuttings on the body and use my expertise in cutting up people to understand what happened to this body.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 1 (First Aid)
Kurex
"That decayed in spite of the cold air? It must be really old..."
Alexander
I keep the tomes and herbs for later study, and I light a candle.
Amadan
"E ust ave een rakesing or uh ile..."
Esstra
What's the pentagram made from? Chalk?
DM (Ephesos)
(The pentagram appears to be chalk.)
After Alexander has thrown all the boxen around, Kurex heads over to one of the discarded containers, and discovers a false bottom.
There is a scroll concealed inside.
Kurex
"Yay, treasure!" I examine the scroll.
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones goes to examine the body, but ends up cutting himself on bits of metal which have been mysteriously embedded in the corpse. He takes 1 damage.
Amadan
"an suhmon ls old hiss orch? Eh hink ah'm gehing sliners."
Sawbones
"Anyone mind if I break the pentagram? These things give me the creeps."
Esstra
I rub out some of the pentagram.
Kurex
I use my LED (light-emitting dagger) to poke around at the corpse and pick out one of the metal bits to see what it is.
DM (Ephesos)
The pentagram is quickly broken.
Alexander
I whip around to face the corpse. "Why did you do that??"
DM (Ephesos)
The little metal bits are just that. Little bits of scrap metal, with no apparent pattern to them.
Kurex
I take Amadan's torch out of his mouth.
Amadan
"Pah! Thank you..."
Sawbones
"So what did the scroll say?"
Amadan
I put away my bow and arrow. "You guys let me know when you're done down here. I'm going upstairs to look for the pantry."
I go upstairs to see if there's any food.
Sawbones
"Yell if you're dying!" I call after Amadan.
Kurex
"I can't read it. Does anyone else have mad language skills?"
Alexander
"I could try. I know about Necromancy."
Kurex
I hand Alexander the scroll.
Alexander
I pause. "And the evils thereof."
I try to read the scroll. Roll?
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 3 (Magic: Necromancy)
Sawbones
I tap the walls in the room to see if they are solid behind them.
DM (Ephesos)
The walls appear to be solid.
Esstra
I follow Amadan upstairs.
Alexander
"This is some high-level, complicated stuff. I would need to study it for a while."
Sawbones
"I'm going up also."
I go back up into the main part of the house.
DM (Ephesos)
You rejoin Amadan in the main room of the house, where he has found the pantry.
Alexander
I keep reading the scroll as we walk around.
Amadan
"Hey, Alex, you want me to take a stab at that? Magic runes are magic runes."
Esstra
I take some food.
Alexander
"Okay, but give it back afterward. Necomancy is dangerous."
I hand it to Amadan.
Amadan
I try reading the scroll
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Magic: Transmutation)
Sawbones
I check the other room that was not the room with the forge.
Amadan
"It's a bedroom, Allen."
"It's a ritual of some kind... but not any that I recognize."
DM (Ephesos)
There will almost certainly be enough food in the pantry to last you for a while. You find lots of preserved foods.
It's almost as if Escafol was preparing for some sort of catastrophe, or just had a passion for pickling things.
Amadan
(Considering his love for undead, probably the latter)
I hand the scroll back.
I take some preserved food as well.
Alexander
"Thank you." I start gathering food.
Kurex
(Pickled zombie. Eriman would get along well with Escafol.)
Sawbones
I check under the bed for anything useful.
Kurex
I place a few jars of preserves in my small pack, and then search the rest of the room.
DM (Ephesos)
The bedroom is very spare, and aside from sheets and some mundane clothes, you find nothing of interest.
Sawbones
I check out the window to make sure no one is approaching the house.
Alexander
I put one of the sheets over my head. "OooOOooo, I am the ghooost of Escafoool!"
"I see now it was wrooong to use the dead as servants! OooOOooo!"
DM (Ephesos)
Nobody else is outside the house. Again, the foot of snow has discouraged people from going outside.
Amadan
"Alex, the sheets are not a toy."
Alexander
I take it off. "And neither are the dead. That is the lesson."
Amadan
I sigh and continue conversing with Esstra.
Alexander
While they do that, I read one of the tomes I got downstairs.
Sawbones
I just keep poking around the house.
"Let me know when you guys are ready to leave, or are we making this our home base?"
Amadan
I stop talking to Esstra for a moment. "Making this our home sounds nice, actually."
Then I return my attention to Esstra.
Alexander
"It's nicer than my current place, apart from the rotting dead."
"The thick stone walls would be excellent for keeping zombies out, so once we get rid of any left inside it will be totally secure."
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (History)
Sawbones
I wonder back into the forge room and take another look at the tools in there.
Kurex
"Won't someone notice and object if we live here?"
Alexander
"Aren't we heroes?"
Esstra
"For the moment."
Sawbones
"Heroes is subjective term."
Alexander
"Well, you guys talk it over. I'm going to read until you decide."
I start reading again.
Esstra
"Okay, so Amadan and I have been talking. We've heard a rumor about kobolds. We should investigate. Do we want to gather more information in town or head out to the farms where the problems are?"
Sawbones
"I won't object to skipping town."
Alexander
"I specialize in zombies, not kobolds."
Esstra
"Maybe the kobolds have been zombified."
Sawbones
I grab the blanket and sheets off the bed and make them into a few bags to carry the food stuffs.
Esstra
"We won't know until we investigate."
Kurex
"I'll come if we're going kobold hunting."
DM (Ephesos)
(For clarification, you can each just pick a number, and gather preserved foods for traveling that will last that many days)
(Also, if you've already grabbed food, please tell be how much you got)
Esstra
(A week's worth.)
Alexander
I got ten days' worth.
For one person, I mean.
Amadan
So do I.
Kurex
I pick eight days' worth.
Amadan
"At any rate, we need to approach this task with caution, should we take it. We all know what the Bloodmarsh is like, and for all we know, we could be facing zombie kobolds. Or worse."
Sawbones
"Here, I made some carrying bags for us out of the blanket and sheets, load the food in these so we can carry more.
I take all the food the the others left behind.
DM (Ephesos)
(...all the food is a lot of food. Like, lots. Like, more than you can carry.)
Amadan
"Erm, I case you haven't noticed, I've got both a pack and a potion satchel. I'm a hunter, not a pack mule."
Sawbones
"Then more food for me." I grin my half toothless grin at Amadan.
Esstra
I look outside.
Kurex
"Look, we can come back later if we need more."
Sawbones
I pack two weeks worths of food if I can.
Esstra
"I don't suppose there will be too many people around town. Let's just head to the farms."
I head outside.
Amadan
I follow Esstra.
Sawbones
I follow.
Alexander
I go with the party.
Kurex
I follow Esstra as well.
DM (Ephesos)
Outside, Mekos is fairly quiet. There isn't anyone out and about in the area.
You realize that you can't lock the door to Escafol's house anymore.
Sawbones
I try to wedge it shut.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Artifice)
Esstra
Do I know where most of the farms are located, or do I have to do a search for them?
DM (Ephesos)
To the north and east, basically.
You can't really figure out a way to jam the door that will prevent other people from un-jamming it.
Kurex
I have two ranks in Artifice, I'll help.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Artifice)
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex is similarly baffled.
Amadan
I hang back, then head back into the house.
Sawbones
"No one had better take the food that we left while we are gone."
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan emerges with an armload of chains and a lock. Soon, the door is suitably locked up.
Esstra
I head east.
Sawbones
I plod along behind Esstra.
Amadan
I follow Esstra.
Alexander
I go to the east.
DM (Ephesos)
As you head east, you pass the traveling circus. A few performers give you dirty looks, then go back to rigging up a system for their skeleton.
Soon, you reach the farmland surrounding Mekos.
Amadan
I look around for any signs of raids.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Perception)
Amadan
(...Combat is going to suck, I just know it.)
DM (Ephesos)
You see no signs of raids in the immediate vicinity, but then again you are still within sight of Mekos proper.
Esstra
I keep walking.
Amadan
Keep going then.
Sawbones
Can we see any nearby farm houses?
DM (Ephesos)
There are several farmhouses in sight, and you see more as you walk east.
The land grows swampier as you approach the edge of the farmland about an hour later. The swamp lies ahead.
Amadan
I look for any farmhouses that look damaged.
Esstra
I also search for signs of raids.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (Perception)
Alexander
I help search
DM (Ephesos)
None of the farmhouses in this area look damaged.
Sawbones
"Maybe we should talk to the local farmers?"
Kurex
"Oh joy, I love that swamp."
Esstra
"Yeah."
Amadan
I nod.
Kurex
"Yeah, let's ask."
Amadan
I then walk over to a farmhouse and knock on the door.
DM (Ephesos)
You hear some movement behind the door, and then it flings open, revealing an elf with a pitchfork pointed out at you.
The elf, upon seeing you, relaxes.
Farmer
"Oh thank the gods. Thought it was kobolds. Or worse."
Sawbones
"I bet he can tell us whats going on if that is how he answers the door."
Amadan
"Yeah, we heard about that. We were wondering if you knew anything regarding the kobolds."
Farmer
"Yeah, they've raided a few farms up north. No warning, no reason, just snuck in, killed the owners, burned it to the ground."
Sawbones
"How far north?"
Esstra
"This island does seem to attract the lunatics."
History check on what I've heard about kobolds.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (History)
Farmer
"Maybe a mile or two out from Mekos. You'll see the no problem."
"Now if only someone knew where the kobolds were."
Amadan
"Thank you."
Sawbones
I turn to the others in the party, "Have any of you ever seen a Kobold?"
DM (Ephesos)
The farmer nods, then slams the door shut. You hear the clicking of various locks.
Kurex
I try to remember.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (History)
Amadan
"In person? No."
Nature knowledge check regarding knowing about kobold habits, biology, choice of habitat... so forth.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 12 (Nature)
DM (Ephesos)
Kobolds are filthy dog-lizard people, all-around nuisances, and occasional practicers of magic. They are usually hostile to everyone and everything around them, and occasionally to themselves.
They prefer to live in swamps, forests, under rocks, and anywhere far away from everyone else.
Esstra
"Do we want to head north, then?"
Sawbones
"Hmm, I'm okay for going north."
Amadan
I head north.
Esstra
I go north.
Alexander
I go north.
DM (Ephesos)
You trek north, through more farmlands. About an hour later you pass a ruined farmhouse that looks like it was recently burned to the ground.
Amadan
I strap my shield to my arm, then look for tracks leading away from the house.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Perception)
Sawbones
I check out the area around the house for tracks.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Nature)
DM (Ephesos)
The last day's snowfall has obscured any tracks that might've been there. You find nothing.
Amadan
Are there any other destroyed farmhouses around?
Kurex
I try to peek through the windows, to see if anyone is waiting in ambush. (Assuming any part of the burned-down house is still standing.)
Sawbones
"Seems that we are at least going in the right direction. Lets try to find some more farms around here."
DM (Ephesos)
The farmhouse is abandoned. Kurex looks kind of silly peeking in through the windows when such huge chunks of the walls are missing.
You can't see another destroyed farmhouse nearby. There is an intact one a ways off to the west, you think.
Esstra
I head west.
Amadan
I follow.
Kurex
I head west as well.
DM (Ephesos)
This farmhouse appears to be fully intact. You don't see anyone out and about.
Sawbones
I follow.
I check the snow for any tracks.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 15 (Nature)
Amadan
I knock on the door and then back up, quietly saying, "You all might want to back away slightly."
Kurex
Is the chimney smoking? Or at least free of snow?
DM (Ephesos)
There are some fresh tracks leading to and from the door of the farmhouse. Just one set.
The door does not open. However, you do hear a female voice coming from inside.
Hysterical Farmer
"Who's there?"
Amadan
"The name's Amadan, miss! I'm here about the kobold problem!"
Alexander
"Do you happen to know where we could find some kobolds?"
Hysterical Farmer
"They came out of the swamp."
Sawbones
"What direction?"
Hysterical Farmer
"The Hendricks didn't stand a chance."
"I don't know! North, I guess."
Alexander
"The Henricks. Were they killed by the kobolds?"
Amadan
I sigh and stare at Alexander.
DM (Ephesos)
There's a silence, and you think you hear a sob.
Sawbones
"Did the Hendricks live farther north from here?"
Esstra
I drag Alexander away from the house. "Come on, let's search north."
I head that way.
Amadan
"Thank you!" I head north as well.
Sawbones
Not hearing the voice again I start north after the others.
DM (Ephesos)
As you head north, you find another ruined farmhouse. This one is covered with fresh snow, so you take it to be less-recently destroyed.
Sawbones
Can we see any land marks out here in the farm lands?
DM (Ephesos)
You can see the edge of the swamp not far to the north.
Kurex
And the town to the south?
DM (Ephesos)
You can't see Mekos from this far north.
Sawbones
"Who's ready for a tromp in the swamp again?"
Amadan
"Looks like we're heading into the marsh... Damn it, I hate going in blind like this."
Esstra
"Try shouting that we're easy targets for a kobold ambush."
Kurex
"I hate this bloody blood marsh."
Amadan
"I don't think they're stupid enough to fall for that."
Kurex
"Well, let's head in."
Amadan
"Wait, these are kobolds we're talking about."
Sawbones
I look for tracks around the swamp.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Nature)
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones notices an area of the swamp where the brush has been more disturbed, and the snow is piled unevenly.
Sawbones
"Over here everyone, looks like something has been through here before."
Kurex
I join Sawbones in examining it.
Amadan
I join Sawbones. "Nice one, Allen."
Alexander
I draw my sword and look for kobolds.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Perception)
Amadan
I ready my Ricochet Bow and nock an arrow again.
DM (Ephesos)
You see no kobolds in the area, but it is pretty clear that something came through the swamp around here.
Sawbones
"Maybe if we follow the snow that looks like its been disturbed we wont be swimming in cold swamp water."
I try to find a path in the snow.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Nature)
Amadan
I cast a Loft spell on myself (take 10) and follow the trail.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Nature)
Esstra
I follow the path of disturbance.
Kurex
I follow Sawbones and Esstra
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan seems to walk on top of the snow, not in it. However, he wanders around with no aim.
You proceed northward, following the vague disturbance in the snow and brush. Soon, you come to a small stream running more or less across your path. It looks like you've reached the wet part of the marsh.
Amadan
How wide is the stream?
Alexander
(Oh Christ, water!)
(Amadan, watch yourself. :P)
Esstra
I look around for an easy way to cross.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Nature)
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra picks out a shallow crossing that puts you pretty close to the disturbance on the other side.
The stream isn't more than fifteen feet across, and was moving pretty slowly anyway.
Perception check, everyone.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Perception)
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Perception)
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (Perception)
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 12 (Perception)
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 3 (Perception)
Amadan
(I just realized that we forgot rope AGAIN.)
Sawbones
(We didn't even try to go shopping.)
Kurex
(Yes, we just got caught up looting the dead guy's house for food.)
DM (Ephesos)
The stream continues off to the north, and the disturbance seems to follow it.
Amadan
I follow the disturbance.
Kurex
I follow Amadan.
Sawbones
I follow the disturbance path also.
Esstra
Following
DM (Ephesos)
The stream on your left widens as you go, and eventually you come to a large, open, and very wet area.
Alexander
I follow.
DM (Ephesos)
There isn't much brush or cover here, so you can see for a long way.
Kurex
What's in the distance?
Amadan
(Technically, I did specify I was looking for a shop with rope when I made the streetwise check, but I got caught up in Escafol's house and... yeah...)
I look for any signs of a kobold hideout.
Kurex
I search around as well.
Sawbones
I try to see if I can still follow the disturbance.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Perception)
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 3 (Perception)
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
The disturbance appears to cross into the water, but you lose track of it there.
Esstra
"Sea Kobolds?"
Amadan
"Kobolds like marshes, Esstra. They feel right at home there."
DM (Ephesos)
While you argue about the possibilities of maritime kobolds, you hear a rustling sound coming from the brush on your right.
Amadan
Whirl on the brush and fire.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Kurex
I whirl around, my dagger ready.
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan's arrow flies off into the brush, and a group of five kobolds leaps out at you.
Esstra
"Check them for gills! And also kill them, that can't hurt."
Kurex
I cast Magic Missile at the darkness. I mean, at the kobolds.
(I aim at the one with the tube.)
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Ephesos)
Four of them are carrying spears, and one is carrying a long tube with a pointy end on it.
Sawbones
Both of my scalpels magically appear in my hands as I turn to face them.
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex's magic missile goes wide as well.
Esstra
I cast stumble at the one with the tube.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Sawbones
I rush at the four with the spears and attack one.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones lunges forward to attack the nearest kobold, but it ducks out of the way.
Esstra conjures webbing around the feet of the one with the tube, as you realize that Alexander has disappeared.
Two of the kobolds with spears attack Sawbones, slicing him for 5 damage.
Another lunges at Kurex, and it just barely misses.
The last spear-carrier manages to catch Esstra off-guard, for 3 damage.
The one with the tube shouts out a curse in the kobolds' strange clucking language.
Then it cracks open the tube and grabs one of the javelins inside it, chucking it at Esstra. She dodges, but only barely.
(Your turn.)
Amadan
I back away to put me out of melee range, and fire a (free) flaming arrow at the javelineer.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Esstra
"Hammer, meet kobold!"
Alexander
I charge the javelineer, and attack with my sword.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Esstra
I swing for the kobold which attacked me.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Sawbones
I try to poke out both eyes of one of the kobolds that attacked me with my scalpels.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Kurex
I cast another magic missile at one of the spear carriers.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan's arrow goes right through the kobold's gut, and it collapses on the ground in pain.
Kurex successfully strikes the kobold that had attacked him, knocking it back.
Alexander reappears and slashes at the javelineer, who gurgles and stops moving.
Esstra swings her hammer at the kobold that attacked her, and there's a loud thud as it makes contact with its head. The kobold stumbles back.
Sawbones, plainly enraged, tries to stab the kobolds' eyes, and fails.
The kobolds each lash out at one of you. Kurex and Sawbones are each hit for 2 damage, but Alexander ducks out of the way. The one attacking Esstra clutches its head as it moves to attack, and stumbles.
Amadan
I fire an arrow at one of the kobolds attacking Sawbones.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
The arrow thuds into the kobold, and it howls.
Alexander
I attack the one Esstra hit last time with my sword.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Sawbones
I take another stab at the kobold aiming for its belly area.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Esstra
I attack my kobold again.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander brings down the kobold with the head injury, and Esstra finishes it off easily.
Sawbones leaves a long jagged wound in the nearest kobold's stomach.
Kurex
I stab the kobold that last attacked me with the dagger.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex fails to stab anything of note.
The remaining three kobolds exchange a look of panic, and skitter off into the brush.
Sawbones
I give chase.
Howling as I do.
Amadan
I smile and pursue.
Alexander
If I can still see any, I take out my bow and fire an arrow at them.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Ephesos)
The kobolds move faster than you do, and are more familiar with the marsh than you are. However, the one with the gut injury soon staggers and falls to the ground.
By the time Alexander has retrieved his bow, he has remembered how inexperienced he is with it. The arrow falls short of the fleeing figures.
Kurex
I fire one last magic missile at the fleeing goblins, even though it's a long shot.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Ephesos)
The missile rebounds off a rock, exploding in a tiny shower of sparks.
Alexander
I chase the kobolds with the others.
Amadan
I redouble my efforts to chase. Hopefully my loft spell's keeping me moving fast enough over the snow to help keep up.
(roll?)
DM (Ephesos)
Sure, if you're really making the effort to keep up.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Running)
Sawbones
I fall on the kobold that fell and pull its spear out of its paw/hands grip.
DM (Ephesos)
The kobolds quickly vanish from sight, fleeing for their lives to the northeast.
Sawbones falls on the injured kobold and immediately disarms it.
Amadan
I frown, then double back.
Esstra
"When you guys have stopped finished playing kiss-chase with those kobolds, let me know?"
In the meantime, I check the fallen kobolds for loot.
Amadan
I head back to the javelineer kobold and claim its javelins.
DM (Ephesos)
The kobolds weren't carrying anything other than their spears and javelins. It looks more like a raiding party. Possibly scouts.
Sawbones
"Hey guys, I have an idea for this one."
Alexander
I stand guard over the wounded kobold, making sure he doesn't move.
"It's not torture, is it?"
Esstra
"Can't we just kill him, instead of, you know, being idiots about it?"
Sawbones
"No, but I don't know if it understands us talking or not."
DM (Ephesos)
The kobold clucks and sputters, bleeding rather a lot under Sawbones's weight.
Alexander
(Sorry, kobold)
Sawbones
I whisper to the others, "I can patch this one up and then let him go. We can follow his trail back to the others."
Amadan
(Oh, did I get those javelins?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes, you get three javelins. Your pack is now rather clumsy.)
Esstra
"So are we killing him or not? If not, I should probably patch him up so that his insides don't fall out."
Alexander
"Yes, patch him up. Good idea."
Sawbones
"I'll hold him down as you work on fixing him."
Amadan
I recover my arrow from the wounded kobold. "Kill him."
DM (Ephesos)
The kobold struggles to escape.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Strength)
Esstra
"Oh boy..."
DM (Ephesos)
The kobold easily escapes, stumbling off towards the water.
Esstra
I cast a healing spell on the kobold
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Sawbones
I give chase...
Amadan
I fire an arrow at the thing, finishing it off.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Sawbones
And then return to the others.
DM (Ephesos)
The healing spell puts a spring in the kobold's step, just as Amadan ventilates its skull. It falls face-first into the water.
Kurex
"Guys, we are working at cross-purposes here."
Alexander
(Liea hates kobolds.)
Amadan
"I agree."
Kurex
"I don't think this is how the Good-Cop-Bad-Cop routine works."
Esstra
"Sure it does. We just accelerated it to obscene extents."
Alexander
"Amadan and I are hunters. We can track the fleeing ones."
Amadan
"We need to follow the tracks of the kobolds who fled. They'll likely lead us back."
Sawbones
"Following the bleeding one would have been much easier."
"Blood stands out rather nicely in the snow in case you didn't know."
Amadan
"It wasn't bleeding after Esstra healed it."
Kurex
"Good idea. Let's see if we can patch him up a second time."
Amadan
"..."
Alexander
". . . he's dead."
Amadan
I follow the trail of the kobolds (take 10).
Alexander
I assist, and I also take 10.
Sawbones
"An arrow to the head has a negative effect on living creatures."
DM (Ephesos)
You follow the tracks left by the fleeing kobolds, until the first signs of dusk manifest in the sky.
You find yourselves on the shore of a much larger body of water that extends off to the west (your left).
Esstra
"Sea kobolds..."
DM (Ephesos)
Across a wide open area of low scrub, you see a collection of crude shacks. There are small figures moving between them, and they are moving with far more grace than you would expect from undead.
Amadan
"I think it's time to make camp."
Er, strike that.
Alexander
Whisper: "I say we strike pre-emptively."
Amadan
Whisper "That's the idea."
"Question is, how. We don't want to get swarmed by them all at once."
Esstra
Can we see how many people are there, roughly?
DM (Ephesos)
You're still too far away for that.
Kurex
Can we see if they're kobolds, undead or humans?
DM (Ephesos)
Well, roll perception, I guess.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 18 (Perception)
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Perception)
Amadan
"I've got an idea if we want to attack dead on. It's not great, but it could work."
Esstra
"What are you thinking?"
DM (Ephesos)
You creep a little closer, and confirm that they are kobolds. Also, several of the shacks look like they have been recently damaged. Really, more like destroyed.
Alexander
"There aren't many warriors in the village proper, but there's some suspicous scrub between us and them."
"Could be an ambush."
Amadan
"Taking them all on at once is risky. However, I can circle around and start sniping at them from cover. Hopefully, they'd send a group of warriors to attack, and it'd reduce the number in the village proper."
Sawbones
"And get yourself killed, if you aren't careful."
Amadan
"Which would make an opening for you to sweep in and take out those left in the village."
Kurex
"I have a bad feeling about this."
Alexander
"It would be better for us to hide near you and ambush their counterattackers."
Amadan
"Esstra, we're all taking that risk."
"That could result in the entire village attacking us, though."
Alexander
"Well, we're going to fight them all anyway, might as well do it from cover."
Esstra
"I, uh, didn't say anything..."
Amadan
"Sorry, Allen. It's hard to tell who's talking with all the whispering."
Sawbones
"Well, no one says we have to attack the entire village all at once right now, do they?"
Alexander
"The approach looks like it's covered with traps or ambush sites. It would be better to lure them out."
Esstra
"Wait."
Amadan
"Alright, then I've got another idea. Alex, did you see what the roofing was made of?"
Esstra
"Everybody get behind cover, lets see if that scrubland is trapped or not. I'll summon a rat or something to try and cross it."
"Or to sniff out ambushers"
Alexander
"The roofs are thatched."
Kurex
"Let's find some cover first, in case we do spring an ambush."
Esstra
"Anybody opposed?"
Amadan
"If it works, no."
Esstra
"It's got to be better than burning the place down, right?" *glares pointedly at Amadan.*
Amadan
"We're going to kill them all anyway, what difference does it make if we burn down the buildings?"
Kurex
"The first rule of plundering: Pillage, *then* burn."
Esstra
"Assuming they have no prisoners, it makes no difference."
Amadan
"You really think Kobolds would take prisoners?"
Kurex
"They seem to pursue a kill-everyone strategy."
Sawbones
I try to stealthily crawl forward just a bit.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Stealth)
Sawbones
"Can you see me?"
Esstra
"I'm just against wanton acts of arson. Sorry."
Alexander
"If we light the buildings on fire we lose all hope of stealth," I point out.
Amadan
"Well, the idea behind that is to draw them out."
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones tries to creep forward over a pile of debris, but the pile abruptly collapses into a shallow pit. There are some spikes on the bottom, and Sawbones takes 3 damage from landing on them.
Amadan
"Huh. Looks like you were right about traps."
Esstra
"...should've gone with the rat, then. Yeah."
Amadan
"You okay down there?"
Alexander
"See! We risk springing more traps if we attack them straight out. We should try to pick them off from afar."
Sawbones
"You could have summoned it then."
"Ow."
I climb out, and rejoin the group.
Esstra
I'll cast a quick heal spell on Sawbones.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
Amadan
"That's why I'm thinking flaming arrows are the answer here. If we can lead them through their own traps, we'd have the advantage."
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones is healed for 5, no cost.
Esstra
"Amadan. Stop for a moment."
"You honestly think they'll run across the traps they placed themselves? No. They'll run in the opposite way. Or just put the fire out. It's not like they're short of water." *I wave vaguely to the marsh*
Sawbones
"Are you going to summon that rat or not?"
Kurex
"Or you could cast Loft on all of us to make us too light to fall into the pits."
Amadan
"Do you know how draining that'd be? I'd have to make you completely weightless to avoid tripping the pit traps, and we don't know if there's other kinds of traps between there and here."
Esstra
"Right. Lets do this then. Maybe a bird would be better? A rat would get stuck after one pit..."
I attempt to summon a sparrow.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra summons a sparrow, which immediately flies away to the south.
Amadan
I shake my head.
Esstra
"It made more sense than "Oh, a bit of fire will make them run across their own traps"."
Amadan
"It's not that, it's just..."
"This is getting way more complex than it needs to be."
Sawbones
"Oh?"
DM (Ephesos)
Amazingly, the kobolds don't seem to have noticed you yet.
Amadan
(well, it is getting dark)
Alexander
"This is as simple as attracting their attention somehow and ambushing them. So why haven't we done that yet?"
Amadan
"If they've got traps here... they've likely got traps around the entire perimeter..."
Esstra
"Because we fail utterly when required to do something more complex than hitting things hard."
Amadan
"But they'd need a way out..."
Alexander
"Then why don't we just hit them hard?"
Esstra
"We can't get to them."
Amadan
"I'm going to circle around and see if I can't spot any trap-free routes out of the village, unless someone has a better idea."
Sawbones
"Also, we have no idea how many there are."
Esstra
"You didn't spot that trap. How will you be able to spot the others, short of poking the ground with a stick?"
Amadan
"I wasn't looking for it either."
Alexander
I grab a stick and start poking around for traps.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Esstra
(Ground falls, everybody dies.)
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander pokes at a nearby pile of debris, and the ground next to it collapses into another pit. Sadly, this is the ground under Alexander, and he takes 2 damage.
Sawbones
I use artifice to see if I can determine where more pit traps are.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Artifice)
Alexander
I climb back out of the pit.
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones is able to spot a few more of the traps.
Esstra
I cast Simulacra, and conjure up a long, flat piece of wood.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Ephesos)
There appear to be a lot of them between you and the camp.
A flimsy piece of wood materializes on the ground.
Amadan
I circle around the village carefully, trying to spot what could be an entrance through all the traps.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Perception)
Esstra
I sulk at my failures.
Alexander
"Hey. There's a quicker way to find out how they exit their camp. Why don't we just start picking them off and let them lead us to their passage?"
Esstra
"Maybe they're as bad at this as us, and trapped all the way around?"
Amadan
"I can't find any sort of entrance..."
Esstra
"Ha. See? Hopeless!"
Alexander
"Then we'll just keep picking them off, Esstra."
Amadan
"In which case I again bring you to the fire arrow idea."
Sawbones
"Why don't we just stand up and yell for the kobolds to come to us?"
Alexander
"That's the most decent plan I've heard all day," I remark.
Esstra
"They'll throw things at us."
DM (Ephesos)
You hear a loud yelping cluck from the direction of the kobold camp, and see a few kobolds pointing in your general direction.
Sawbones
"Hey! Come get us!"
Alexander
"Come on out, you cowardly little kobolds!"
Amadan
I step back and look for a good place to snipe from.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 11 (Stealth)
Alexander
I ready my bow and shoot at one of the kobolds.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
There isn't a whole lot of cover around the camp. It looks like the kobolds wanted it that way.
Alexander fires an arrow, but again, the kobolds are rather far away. And he still isn't very skilled with the bow. It falls short.
Esstra
I lift my plank of wood, and stand behind it.
Amadan
I watch the kobolds carefully.
Whilst nocking an arrow.
DM (Ephesos)
The kobolds watch you right back, and you see more emerge from their shacks.
One of them starts dancing around. It's probably taunting you.
Amadan
(Staring contest, anyone? Let's see if we can stare them to death. :-P )
Alexander
I pick up a rock and throw it as hard as I can at the kobold dancing.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Ephesos)
The rock falls just short of the dancing kobold, and it breaks down into convulsive laughter.
(These kobolds are like 150 feet away.)
Esstra
"Hmm."
Kurex
"Well, at least we seem to be entertaining them."
Alexander
(I'm going to keep throwing until I get a critical! :P)
Throw again.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Kurex
(This is going to be a long night.)
DM (Ephesos)
The rock falls short.
The kobolds continue laughing.
Alexander
I throw again.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Ephesos)
Same as before.
Amadan
Since the kobolds aren't doing anything, I fire a (free) flaming arrow up into the sky at the village.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Sawbones
"We're pathetically lame and you should send a group over to attack us! You know, five or six of your best warriors."
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 19 (Diplomacy)
DM (Ephesos)
The kobolds are too far away to hear Sawbones, and laughing too loud anyway.
Alexander
"Amadan, light one of the houses on fire. They'll have to come closer to put it out, and then we can get at them."
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan, who is actually skilled in the art of archery, fires a flaming arrow over at one of the kobolds' shacks.
The arrow strikes, and the roof immediately catches fire.
The kobolds, once they manage to stop laughing, start panicking and running around the village trying to put it out.
Alexander
I make a show of laughing at the kobolds now.
DM (Ephesos)
(roll it)
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander guffaws.
Sawbones
I use artifice to look for more pit traps.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (Artifice)
Esstra
I help Sawbones
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 5 (Artifice)
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra stumbles into a pit, and takes 2 damage.
The kobolds appear to have the burning shack under control.
Esstra
I climb out, and keep looking.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (Artifice)
Amadan
I nock another arrow and fire (literally) at the village again (1 stamina for the fire arrow).
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Amadan
(Uh oh.)
Alexander
I throw a rock at one of the kobolds.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Kurex
I attempt to help put out the Amadan who is now on fire.
Amadan
(Who said it hit me?)
DM (Ephesos)
As Amadan goes to fire another arrow, he slips on the edge of what turns out to be a pit. As he falls, he pivots, and his arrow bounces off the rock thrown by Alexander, striking Alexander for 5 damage. Amadan takes 3 damage from falling into the pit.
The few kobolds not helping with the fire are now dying of laughter.
Sawbones
I heal Alexander.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 15 (First Aid)
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones takes some time to patch up Alexander and tend to a few of the burns. He is healed for 4.
Kurex
(Meh, that is hilarious too.)
Alexander
(This whole thing is an epic fail.)
Amadan
I pull myself out of the pit, and back away from the trapped area.
Kurex
"Good job, Amadan! A few more times and we'll have killed them!"
I look for more pit traps
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Artifice)
Kurex
(This is reminding me of some of the more ignoble Labyrinth sessions. Like that business with the wire spider ball.))
Sawbones
I search for more pit traps.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Artifice)
DM (Ephesos)
Between all of your mediocre attempts at searching for traps, you think you can (finally) spot a path into the village. Probably.
Sawbones
I move towards the village cautiously until I'm almost in range of kobold weapons.
Esstra
I wave my arms around dramatically, and cast Call Beast again, trying to call forth a baby Dire Eagle.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Alexander
I boldly march down the path.
DM (Ephesos)
A smallish eagle squawks into existence on Esstra's shoulder, as Sawbones heads towards the camp, followed by Alexander.
Kurex
I follow behind Sawbones, attempting to get into Magic Missile range.
Sawbones
I wait for the others to catch up.
Amadan
I stay back, preparing to fire on any kobold that might go after them.
DM (Ephesos)
The fire in the village is slowly spreading, and the kobolds are getting distracted putting it out. You manage to reach the southeast edge of their camp before anyone notices you.
However, when they notice you, kobolds rush out to meet you.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 1)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ : : : : :W: : : : : : : :^: : : : ]
02[ : : : : :+: : :k: :s:k: :^:^: : : ]
03[ : : : : :W: : : : :^: :^: : :^:^:W]
04[W:W:W:W:W:W:$: : : : : : :$: :W: : ]
05[ :^:^: :^: : : : : :k: : : : :W:s:^]
06[ : : :^: :k: :k: : : :k: : : :^:^: ]
07[ : :s:$: : : : :^:^: : : :k: :^: :^]
08[ : :^: : : : : : :k: : : : : : : : ]
09[ : : :s: : : :k: : : : :k: : : :^:W]
10[W:W:W:W: : : :^: : :$: : : : : : : ]
11[ : : :W: :k: : :k: : :^: : : : : :^]
12[ : : :+: : :k: : : : : : : :^:^: : ]
13[ : : :W: : : :$: : : : : : : :^: : ]
14[ : : :W: : :^: : : : : : : : : : : ]
15[ : : :W: : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
DM (Ephesos)
W = wall
+ = door
^ = debris
$ = tree
k = kobold warrior
s = kobold slingbearer
DM (Ephesos)
(Place yourselves in the lower-right corner.)
Esstra
I call 3. (q15)
Amadan
2 here, at P14.
Sawbones
1, O15
Kurex
I'm 5, at P15.
Alexander
(4, P13)
Amadan
Alright, while we wait for Alexander, I snipe the slinger at K3 with a Steel Arrow.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan fires off an arrow, slaying the kobold at K2.
Sawbones
N10, stab the kobold at M9.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones manages to gut the one standing at M9.
Esstra
(K3 is debris, Amadan :p)
Amadan
(Yeah, sorry, miscounted.)
Esstra
(Question. Can I order my eagle to attack and attack myself?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes, without moving.)
Alexander
I run to the kobold warrior at M9 and stab him with my sword.
(moving to M10)
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Ephesos)
(...the one at M9 is now dead. Care to change targets?)
Esstra
(Damn my lack of ranged weaponry)
Kurex
I cast Magic Missile at the kobold at I11.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Esstra
I point at the slinger on D9, and order my eagle to attack.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Esstra
And then I'll move to k12.
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex flings a magic missile at the kobold at I11, who is instantly brought down.
Alexander
Okay, I attack I11.
(Quit picking off my targets, people! :P)
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra's eagle flies off towards D9, but the kobold keeps ducking around the corner of the building.
Alexander
N7 still alive?
DM (Ephesos)
Yes.
Alexander vaults over piles of debris and runs through the kobold at N7.
Kurex
(It's amazing how competent we are all of a sudden.)
DM (Ephesos)
Two slingers manage to strike Esstra's eagle, which vanishes after taking a particularly large rock to the face.
Another slinger hits Alexander for 3.
Esstra
(!)
DM (Ephesos)
Two kobold each attack Alexander, Sawbones, and Esstra.
Alexander is struck by one for 3 damage, but the other trips and falls into a pit at P7.
Sawbones is struck by both for 5 damage.
Esstra is struck by one, and then the other stabs her deep with a dagger, for a total of 8 damage.
The others simply advance.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 2)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ : : : : :W: : : : : : : :^: : : : ]
02[ : : : : :+: : : : : : : :^:^: : : ]
03[ : : : : :W: : : : :^: :^: : :^:^:W]
04[W:W:W:W:W:W:$: : : : : : :$: :W: : ]
05[ :^:^: :^: : : : : : : : : : :W:s:^]
06[ : : :^: : : : : : : :k: : : :^:^: ]
07[ : :s:$: : : : :^:^: : : :k: :^: :^]
08[ : :^: : : : : : : : :k:k: :4: : : ]
09[ : : :s: : : : :k: : : :k: : : :^:W]
10[W:W:W:W: : : :^: : :$: :k:1: : : : ]
11[ : : :W: : : : : :k: :^: : : : : :^]
12[ : : :+: : : : : :k:3: : : :^:^: : ]
13[ : : :W: : : :$: : : : : : : :^: : ]
14[ : : :W: : :^: : : : : : : : :2: : ]
15[ : : :W: : : : : : : : : : : :5: : ]
Amadan
(Holy crap! That's half of her health right there!)
Sawbones
(Esstra, you can handle the healing yourself, right?)
Esstra
(Yeah)
I, unsurprisingly, cast heal on myself. 1 stamina.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra heals herself for 7.
Esstra
Then, I lament the loss of my bird. :p
Amadan
"Thought you could hide from me, eh?" I fire a wooden arrow at the slinger on Q5.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Kurex
(Is my Stun spell area-centered, or fired at multiple targets?)
DM (Ephesos)
(It can be either. Multiple targets will cost stamina.)
Sawbones
I stab the kobold on M9.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan brings down the slinger that's hiding in the ruined shack.
Alexander
(In practice, multi-target also seems to have a lower success rate.)
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones brings down another kobold.
Alexander
Move to N8 and hit the two kobolds at N7 and M8, spending two stamina.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Kurex
(Meh, not worth it then - I'll stick with the Missile.)
DM (Ephesos)
With one huge lunging slash, Alexander downs two kobolds at once.
Kurex
I cast Magic Missile on the kobold at D9.
(The slinger, I mean)
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex's spell fizzles in a big way, draining two stamina as sparks shoot from his hands.
The two remaining slingers fire rocks at nothing in particular, hitting the same.
Both kobolds attacking Esstra hit, dealing 4 damage total.
Two more attack Sawbones, and one trips and falls into the path of the other's spear, and is killed.
Two more attack Alexander. One strikes and deals 3 damage. The other misses.
Sawbones
"So, um, why do these things still exist?"
DM (Ephesos)
With a guttural growl, you see a larger kobold sprint out of a particularly large shack at the center of the camp. The kobold has a dark grey robe, and carries a very ornate-looking whip at its side. It barks something loud at you, and suddenly a strange force knocks you back a good ten feet. Great, it knows magic.
Sawbones
"One day I will learn."
DM (Ephesos)
(Everyone roll a save against taking damage from this.)
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan and Esstra manage to brace themselves against the blast, but both Sawbones and Alexander are knocked back, taking 3 damage each. Alexander falls prone, unconscious.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 3)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ : : : : :W: : : : : : : :^: : : : ]
02[ : : : : :+: : : : : : : :^:^: : : ]
03[ : : : : :W: : : : :^: :^: : :^:^:W]
04[W:W:W:W:W:W:$: : : : : : :$: :W: : ]
05[ :^:^: :^: : : : : : : : : : :W: :^]
06[ : : :^: : : : :s: :X: : : : :^:^: ]
07[ : : :$: : : : :^:^: : :k:k: :^: :^]
08[ : :^: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
09[ : : : : : :s: : : : : :k: : : :^:W]
10[W:W:W:W: : : :^: : :$: :k: : :4: : ]
11[ : : :W: : : : : :k: :^: : : : : :^]
12[ : : :+: : : : : :k:3: : :1:^:^: : ]
13[ : : :W: : : :$: : : : : : : :^: : ]
14[ : : :W: : :^: : : : : : : : :2: : ]
15[ : : :W: : : : : : : : : : : :5: : ]
DM (Ephesos)
(X is the shaman.)
Amadan
(Not good.)
Sawbones
(Alex is 4?)
DM (Ephesos)
(Alexander loses 2 stamina from blood loss. And yes, he is #4.)
Esstra
"Great, so now I finally get a chance to hit something, I have to save Alexander..."
I cast heal on him regardless of my complaining.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra stops the bleeding from a distance, and Alexander groggily sits back up, at 5hp.
(No cost to Esstra.)
Amadan
I fire a Steel Fire arrow at the shaman (1 stamina).
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Alexander
I chug one of my healing potions.
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan's fire arrow goes wide, lighting another shack ablaze.
Alexander regains another 5 hp from the potion.
Kurex
I cast Magic Missile at the shaman.
Spending 1 stamina.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Ephesos)
The missile strikes true, dissipating in a painful-looking cloud of sparks on the shaman's face.
Sawbones
I take a step forward and stab the closest kobold.
(N11 and M10, I think)
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones swings and misses.
You hear two muffled *thunk* noises, and see that one of the slingers has fallen over.
The other, however, manages to strike Amadan for 2 damage.
Two swing at Esstra, and one connects for 2 damage.
Two rush forward to engage Sawbones, and one manages to land a hit for 5 damage. The other misses.
Similarly, the two that hit Alexander before run up to him. Only one hits, and it deals a mere 2 damage.
The shaman simply barks orders at the other kobolds, occasionally cracking its whip, which appears to be a magically strung-together strand of liquid.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 4)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ : : : : :W: : : : : : : :^: : : : ]
02[ : : : : :+: : : : : : : :^:^: : : ]
03[ : : : : :W: : : : :^: :^: : :^:^:W]
04[W:W:W:W:W:W:$: : : : : : :$: :W: : ]
05[ :^:^: :^: : : : : : : : : : :W: :^]
06[ : : :^: : : : : : : : : : : :^:^: ]
07[ : : :$: : : : :^:^: : : : : :^: :^]
08[ : :^: : : : : : : : :X: : : : : : ]
09[ : : : : : :s: : : : : : : :k:k:^:W]
10[W:W:W:W: : : :^: : :$: :k:k: :4: : ]
11[ : : :W: : : : : :k: :^: :1: : : :^]
12[ : : :+: : : : : :k:3: : : :^:^: : ]
13[ : : :W: : : :$: : : : : : : :^: : ]
14[ : : :W: : :^: : : : : : : : :2: : ]
15[ : : :W: : : : : : : : : : : :5: : ]
Esstra
"Anybody need healing? Sawbones?"
Sawbones
Alexander probably needs it more.
Esstra
(Alex is at 8, right?)
Sawbones
One of the ranged attackers want to thin the crowd around us a bit?
DM (Ephesos)
(Sawbones is at 6.)
Kurex
I'll do that.
Alexander
I try to simultaneously strike at both kobolds attacking me. Spend a stamina.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Ephesos)
With a supreme act of effort, Alexander manages to bring down one of the kobolds attacking him. The other still stands.
Sawbones
"I'll take healing!"
Esstra
"Thank you!"
I cast a heal spell on Sawbones.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones is healed for 6, at the cost of 1 stamina.
Amadan
I fire again on the shaman with another flaming steel arrow. (1 stamina)
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Sawbones
I attack N10.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Kurex
I cast Magic Missile at one of the kobolds attacking Sawbones.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Esstra
"I am calling dibs on these two kobolds here though, even if it takes all day!"
Kurex
(Crap, should have targeted the shaman.)
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones misses his target, which is just as well because Kurex manages to blast both attackers with a single missile. Somehow.
Amadan successfully strikes the shaman, piercing his shoulder.
One of the kobolds near Esstra takes advantage of her distraction by stabbing her in the back, dealing 4 damage and bringing her down.
The other manages to miss, somehow.
The one attacking Alexander strikes him for another 3 damage.
The shaman steps forward, clearly having had enough of this nonsense. He cracks his whip at Sawbones, catching him unaware with the whip. Apparently, the whip is made of acid, because it burns. Sawbones takes 6 damage.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 5)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ : : : : :W: : : : : : : :^: : : : ]
02[ : : : : :+: : : : : : : :^:^: : : ]
03[ : : : : :W: : : : :^: :^: : :^:^:W]
04[W:W:W:W:W:W:$: : : : : : :$: :W: : ]
05[ :^:^: :^: : : : : : : : : : :W: :^]
06[ : : :^: : : : : : : : : : : :^:^: ]
07[ : : :$: : : : :^:^: : : : : :^: :^]
08[ : :^: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
09[ : : : : : :s: : : : : : : : :k:^:W]
10[W:W:W:W: : : :^: : :$: :X: : :4: : ]
11[ : : :W: : : : : :k: :^: :1: : : :^]
12[ : : :+: : : : : :k:3: : : :^:^: : ]
13[ : : :W: : : :$: : : : : : : :^: : ]
14[ : : :W: : :^: : : : : : : : :2: : ]
15[ : : :W: : : : : : : : : : : :5: : ]
Sawbones
"Kurex! Amadan! Distract the shaman!"
DM (Ephesos)
(Esstra loses 2 stamina from blood loss, putting her at 0 hp, 4 stamina.)
Alexander
(Patch her up quick!)
Sawbones
Move to L12 and use first aid on Esstra.
Spend two stamina.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Ephesos)
Working like a goblin possessed, Sawbones stops the bleeding and places himself between the kobolds and Esstra.
Alexander
I attack the other kobold by me.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander brings down the last of his attackers.
Kurex
I move to L15 (or M15 if I'm not fast enough) and cast Magic Missile at one of the kobolds menacing the unconscious Esstra.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Kurex
(At least I didn't manage to create friendly fire.)
Amadan
I fire yet another flaming steel arrow at the shaman in an effort to bring him down. (1 stamina)
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex somehow manages to miss the point-blank shot.
There's a gleam of light as Amadan lets the light into the shaman's skull.
The remaining kobolds turn to flee into the swamp.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 6)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ : : : : :W: : : : : : : :^: : : : ]
02[ : : : : :+: : : : : : : :^:^: : : ]
03[ : : : : :W: : : : :^: :^: : :^:^:W]
04[W:W:W:W:W:W:$: : : : : : :$: :W: : ]
05[ :^:^: :^: : :k: : : : : : : :W: :^]
06[ : : :^: : : : : : : : : : : :^:^: ]
07[s: : :$: :k: : :^:^: : : : : :^: :^]
08[ : :^: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
09[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :^:W]
10[W:W:W:W: : : :^: : :$: : : : :4: : ]
11[ : : :W: : : : : : : :^: : : : : :^]
12[ : : :+: : : : : : :1:3: : :^:^: : ]
13[ : : :W: : : :$: : : : : : : :^: : ]
14[ : : :W: : :^: : : : : : : : :2: : ]
15[ : : :W: : : : : : : :5: : : : : : ]
DM (Ephesos)
(Or end combat, you know. Decide if you want to pursue.)
Esstra
(Lets not persue :p)
Kurex
Yeah, I've got enough.
Sawbones
I collapse on the marshy ground beside Esstra.
Amadan
Move to M10 and fire a wooden arrow at the fleeing slinger.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Ephesos)
The slinger gurgles, which is hard to do with an arrow through your throat. It falls to the ground.
Sawbones
"That was way too close for comfort."
DM (Ephesos)
Now that the threat is gone, Sawbones is able to get Esstra up and moving (healing 5 hp). She regains consciousness.
Amadan
"That's for the slingstone, you bastard!"
I turn back to my part members.
Esstra
"Ugh... Does calling dibs mean nothing to you lot. I called those two bastards..."
"And thanks."
Sawbones
I start searching the dead kobolds for treasure. Probably in small box form. :P
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Perception)
Sawbones
(*sigh*)
Amadan
I search for my arrows and try to recover as many as possible.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan can't recover any intact arrows.
The kobolds sadly lack any small boxen. In fact, they were only carrying their weapons, since this is their village.
Esstra
(Oh, duh. I just got the reference.)
DM (Ephesos)
The shaman, however, was wearing a nice-looking gray robe, and his whip is still there. You don't find anything else of note.
Sawbones
Are there any buildings not on fire?
Esstra
I cast driving rain on the fire-ridden buildings.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
DM (Ephesos)
The kobolds managed to put out most of the fires before fleeing. The only flaming buildings... are put out by Esstra.
Esstra
...
No
DM (Ephesos)
...
Amadan
...
The dice have a sense of humor, I see. :-P
DM (Ephesos)
A storm cloud appears above the village, and rain starts to pour down on you.
The fires are almost instantly snuffed.
Sawbones
I take advantage of the brief rainstorm to wash most of the blood and muck off of me.
Amadan
I start poking around the village. Anyone left?
DM (Ephesos)
You do so without trouble.
It appears that the kobolds have all fled, taking their possessions with them for the most part.
Esstra
(Who is most wounded?)
Amadan
(You and Alex, with Sawbones a close second)
Esstra
Okay, I use first aid on all three of us in turn.
For myself.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 1 (First Aid)
Amadan
...
DM (Ephesos)
...
Esstra
(Oh god)
(I have a healing potion if it comes to that :p)
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra manages to reopen one of her more grievous wounds, and takes 2 damage.
Amadan
(Now you know why you don't swear at the dice.)
Alexander
(Or the gods.)
Esstra
"I suppose you pair aren't going to let me near you now, right?"
Sawbones
"Let's see you fix yourself up first."
DM (Ephesos)
Even as your storm cloud dissipates, it looks like other clouds are beginning to gather as night falls.
Sawbones
I use first aid on myself.
Taking ten.
DM (Ephesos)
You've probably got an hour left until dusk.
Sawbones heals himself for 5.
Amadan
I search the village for two things: anything that might be useful or valuable, and an intact shelter.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Perception)
Kurex
I join Amadan in searching.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 14 (Perception)
Esstra
I cast simulacra to conjure up a tent like the one we had before.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan and Kurex find some stuff:
4 healing potions, 2 stamina potions, 58 copper coins, and some leather armor jackets that weren't totally ruined by your beatdown.
There's also the shaman's equipment, which nobody has moved.
Sawbones
I take the gray robe and examine it.
DM (Ephesos)
The robe is covered in scratchy script, which could very well be runes.
You see Amadan start walking to the north.
Sawbones
"Who is good at reading runes?"
Kurex
"Guys, something is going on to the North. I can't tell what it is, but I hear some rumbling."
I follow Amadan to check it out.
Sawbones
I'll take whatever no one else has picked up.
DM (Ephesos)
(That would be the whip, 3 healing potions, 2 stamina potions, and 43 copper coins. Noted.)
Alexander
Perception to the north.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 9 (Perception)
Esstra
"Hey, can I grab one each of the potions, please?"
Alexander
"I'd like a healing potion, please!"
"And a stamina one, too, actually."
Sawbones
I pass one of each over to Esstra and one of the healing potions to Alexander.
Esstra
(I love how nobody wants anything, until somebody else has them :p)
Sawbones
"Too slow."
Alexander
Alexander gratefully glugs the healing potion.
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander recovers 6 hp.
You pass potions back and forth as you follow Amadan north out of the village.
Sawbones
"Where do you suppose we're headed?"
DM (Ephesos)
It's easy to spot traps now that you're not under any pressure.
Kurex
(It's too much of a bother to pick them up yourself :P )
Alexander
Alexander also gulps down a stamina potion.
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander regains 3 stamina.
Sawbones
(How'd he get a stamina potion?)
(Did he have one on him?)
Alexander
(Yeah)
DM (Ephesos)
As you head north, you quickly find yourselves in the forest again.
Perception, please.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (Perception)
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 3 (Perception)
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Perception)
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Perception)
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 18 (Perception)
DM (Ephesos)
You hear something crashing through the trees in the distance. Something large.
Sawbones
"Okay, Amadan, what're you up to?"
(Whispered)
Alexander
"That sounds like a very large zombie..."
Casts detect undead.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
Kurex
"Oh great! Another exciting opportunity to die!" (whispered)
Amadan
Whisper back "I don't know yet... I'll let you know when I get there."
Kurex
Whispering: "There's something very big moving right towards us."
Alexander
"Uh, guys...there's really bad undead thing up ahead! I mean really really bad!"
DM (Ephesos)
Now you can see it... there's something huge carving a path through the swamp. It's at least 20 feet tall, but you can't make out exactly what it is.
Amadan
I steathily stalk forward.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 17 (Stealth)
Kurex
Has it noticed us?
Esstra
I chug a healing potion.
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan slips forward, as Esstra regains 6 hp.
Alexander
Alexander also attempts to be stealthy.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 1 (Stealth)
Alexander
...
Sawbones
I climb a tree.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 20 (Dexterity)
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander yelps as he sees the thing come into view, as Sawbones scampers up a tree.
Alexander
(Dude, amazing tree-climbing!)
Esstra
(I love these swingy rolls)
DM (Ephesos)
It's enormous, at least 20 feet across and just as high. It looks like nothing more than a pile of flesh randomly assembled into one giant lump, and set on five ungainly legs.
There are also claws, and misplaced arms. You can see bits of metal and scaffolding sticking out of the mass. You count at least a dozen eyes of various shapes and sizes.
Mercifully, it only has one mouth, a giant slackjawed maw two feet across. It's drooling, a lot.
It sees you with several of its eyes, and it shudders toward you.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 1)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ : : : : :$: : : : :^: : :$: : : :$]
02[ :$:$: : : : : :^: : : : : :$: : : ]
03[ :^: :$: : :$: : : : : :$: : : :$: ]
04[ :$: : : : : :%:%:%:%: : : : :$: : ]
05[$: : :^:$: : :%:%:%:%: : : : : : : ]
06[ : : : :$: : :%:%:%:%: : : :$: : :$]
07[ :$: :$: : : :%:%:%:%: : : : :^: : ]
08[$:$:$: :$: : : : : : : : : : : :$: ]
09[ :$: : : :^: : : : :$: : :$: :$: : ]
10[ : :$: : : : :1: : : : : :$: : : : ]
11[ :$: : :$: :5: : : :2:$: : :^: : : ]
12[ : :^:$: : : :4: :3: : :^: : :$:$: ]
13[$: : : : :^:$: : : :$: : : : : : :$]
14[$: : : : : : : :$: : :$: : : :$: : ]
15[ : : :$: : : :$: :^: :$: : :$: : : ]
DM (Ephesos)
$ = tree
^ = rock
% = abomination
1 = Sawbones (in a tree)
2 = Amadan
3 = Esstra
4 = Alexander
5 = Kurex
DM (Ephesos)
(Okay, go.)
Kurex
(Alexander: "I ROLLED A ONE! DID YOU HEAR ME?")
Sawbones
I drink the healing potion.
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones regains 6 hp up in the tree.
Esstra
I run to j8, and swing my hammer at one of the beast's legs.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Esstra
(sigh)
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra runs up to the abomination, but gets batted away by a fleshy limb, and takes 2 damage.
Alexander
Alexander spends a stamina to blast it with repel spirit! "Ah! Giant zombies must die! ...Again!"
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander screams as he fires a bright yellow ray of light at the thing, striking it and obliterating an arm.
Amadan
Drain a stamina potion first...
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan regains 3 stamina.
Sawbones
How fast is the abomination moving?
Amadan
Then I fire, from cover, an arrow at one of the thing's eyes.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Kurex
I aim a Magic Missile at one of the monster's eyes, spending a stamina.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Ephesos)
Amadan's arrow sticks in the thing, missing any critical bits.
Kurex's missile strikes an eye, blasting a large chunk out of the creature's flesh.
Esstra narrowly avoids being trampled as the thing advances, knocking a tree over.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 2)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ : : : : :$: : : : :^: : :$: : : :$]
02[ :$:$: : : : : :^: : : : : :$: : : ]
03[ :^: :$: : :$: : : : : :$: : : :$: ]
04[ :$: : : : : : : : : : : : : :$: : ]
05[$: : :^:$: : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
06[ : : : :$: : : :%:%:%:%: : :$: : :$]
07[ :$: :$: : : : :%:%:%:%: : : :^: : ]
08[$:$:$: :$: : : :%:%:%:%: : : : :$: ]
09[ :$: : : :^: : :%:%:%:%: :$: :$: : ]
10[ : :$: : : : :1: :3: : : :$: : : : ]
11[ :$: : :$: :5: : : :2:$: : :^: : : ]
12[ : :^:$: : : :4: : : : :^: : :$:$: ]
13[$: : : : :^:$: : : :$: : : : : : :$]
14[$: : : : : : : :$: : :$: : : :$: : ]
15[ : : :$: : : :$: :^: :$: : :$: : : ]
Sawbones
I spend another two stamina points to leap onto the abomination from the tree. Before I jump, I wrap the whip around one of the scapels. When I land, I stab the thing as hard as I can.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Alexander
Alexander backs up to H14 and cries "Rot, you rotten thing!" as he casts Contagion using a stamina.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Sawbones
(Dang it, RNG. Dang it.)
(It could have been awesome. You jerk. :P )
Esstra
I use 2 stamina and use a free blast of Turn Undead
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Esstra
(Thank you. :-))
Amadan
Back up to O14 and fire a flaming arrow at one of the eyes (1 stamina).
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Amadan
(Yeah!)
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones leaps from the tree, but ends up dropping the whip. He lands on top of the abomination, and watches as the whip burns down into the thing's flesh.
Parts of the creature start to fall off as Alexander casts Contagion on it.
Sawbones
"It's a good thing none of you wanted that."
Alexander
"I am a master at confusing foul zombies!"
DM (Ephesos)
Even larger chunks of the thing fall off as Esstra blasts it with the light of Mariona. (both casts used today)
Amadan finally hits an eye, which explodes in a blast of flame. Of course, the beast still has plenty to spare.
Kurex
I cast Magic Missile again, aiming for another eye.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Ephesos)
Another eye explodes in a shower of sparks. The creature shudders.
Kurex
(It's not using its mouth for anything important. :P )
DM (Ephesos)
Hm, I need saving rolls from Sawbones and Esstra.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
DM (Ephesos)
As the beast lumbers forward, Sawbones is almost unable to hold on to it. He is left clinging to its backside.
As it flattens another tree, it lashes out at Kurex and Esstra (who barely manages to avoid being trampled).
Both of them are struck for 6 damage as various clawed appendages strike them.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 3)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ : : : : :$: : : : :^: : :$: : : :$]
02[ :$:$: : : : : :^: : : : : :$: : : ]
03[ :^: :$: : :$: : : : : :$: : : :$: ]
04[ :$: : : : : : : : : : : : : :$: : ]
05[$: : :^:$: : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
06[ : : : :$: : : : : : : : : :$: : :$]
07[ :$: :$: : : :%:%:%:1: : : : :^: : ]
08[$:$:$: :$: : :%:%:%:%: : : : : :$: ]
09[ :$: : : :^: :%:%:%:%: : :$: :$: : ]
10[ : :$: : : : :%:%:%:%: : :$: : : : ]
11[ :$: : :$: :5: : :3: :$: : :^: : : ]
12[ : :^:$: : : : : : : : :^: : :$:$: ]
13[$: : : : :^:$: : : :$: : : : : : :$]
14[$: : : : : : :4:$: : :$: : :2:$: : ]
15[ : : :$: : : :$: :^: :$: : :$: : : ]
Esstra
I fall back to j13 and heal myself
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
DM (Ephesos)
Esstra heals herself for 7, no cost.
Alexander
Alexander steps back to G15, glugs his last stamina potion, then spends two stamina to unleash a Spirit Repel-ing blast at fell beast's gruesome maw.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Sawbones
(What will it take to move to a different spot on the abomination?)
Esstra
(good rolls)
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander gains 1 net stamina as he unleashes a mighty blast of energy at the creature's mouth. It shudders, and you see bits of flesh falling out of it.
Kurex
I fall back to E13, firing another Magic Missile at the beast's mouth.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex's missile bounces off the abomination's flesh.
Sawbones
I move to I9 and stab the abomination.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Amadan
I go for quantity over quality, and fire two wooden arrows at the beast's eyes.
DICE
Amadan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones unsteadily moves towards the center of the beast, and drives his scalpels downward.
Both arrows strike eyes. The sight is getting difficult to look at.
The beast bellows and charges forward, clawed arms lashing out far ahead of it.
DM (Ephesos)
(Need another save from Sawbones)
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Sawbones
(Well, it was fun while it lasted.)
DM (Ephesos)
As the beast moves forward, Sawbones flies off the back, taking 2 damage from the fall.
One particularly long arm, little more than a metal rod draped with flesh and claws, reaches out and slashes at Kurex. Luckily, he dodges behind a rock.
Alexander
(You can't defeat every giant enemy by climbing it. :P)
DM (Ephesos)
Then, in one of the most revolting displays you've ever had the misfortune to witness, it seems to unhinge its already oddly-angled jaw, and spits a huge mass of acidic flesh and blood out at Alexander. He is struck for 7 damage.
DM (Ephesos)
(round 4)
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_P_Q_R_
01[ : : : : :$: : : : :^: : :$: : : :$]
02[ :$:$: : : : : :^: : : : : :$: : : ]
03[ :^: :$: : :$: : : : : :$: : : :$: ]
04[ :$: : : : : : : : : : : : : :$: : ]
05[$: : :^:$: : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
06[ : : : :$: : : : : : : : : :$: : :$]
07[ :$: :$: : : : :1: : : : : : :^: : ]
08[$:$:$: :$: :%:%:%:%: : : : : : :$: ]
09[ :$: : : :^:%:%:%:%: : : :$: :$: : ]
10[ : :$: : : :%:%:%:%: : : :$: : : : ]
11[ :$: : :$: :%:%:%:%: :$: : :^: : : ]
12[ : :^:$: : : : : : : : :^: : :$:$: ]
13[$: : : :5:^:$: : :3:$: : : : : : :$]
14[$: : : : : : : :$: : :$: : :2:$: : ]
15[ : : :$: : :4:$: :^: :$: : :$: : : ]
DM (Ephesos)
Copious amounts of blood and ichor are flowing freely from the abomination now, and more of the metallic skeleton is showing through now that you've hacked enough bits off of it.
Esstra
I examine the skeleton to see if I can spot a weak point.
DICE
Esstra rolled 1 20-sided die: 15 (Artifice)
Alexander
Alexander glugs a healing potion, sputtering with pain and anger. "Eww! Zombie saliva! Die!!!" he shouts as he charges toward H13 to unleash Repel Spirit at close range with 2 stamina.
DICE
Alexander rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Esstra
"Everybody! Aim behind it's mouth!"
Amadan
Is it's mouth facing toward me?
DM (Ephesos)
(Yes, the mouth is facing towards all of you.)
Kurex
"Metal? It's a construct?"
I look for a week spot as well
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Artifice)
DM (Ephesos)
Alexander chugs another healing potion (+6) and uncorks another blast, tearing the creature's mouth off of it entirely, revealing a complex part of the skeleton.
Sawbones
I move to K12 and stab the creature from there.
DICE
Sawbones rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DM (Ephesos)
Sawbones runs around and stabs the abomination, but the scalpel just sinks in, hitting nothing.
Kurex
I fire another Magic Missile, full on at the mechanism revealed behind the mouth. Spend two stamina.
DICE
Kurex rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
DM (Ephesos)
Kurex uncorks an immense missile, sending it arcing straight into the abomination's exposed flesh.
There's a sudden horrible, ghastly noise.
There's a sudden, horrible, even ghastlier silence.
Amadan
(Nice)
(The shot was too.)
Is it still moving?
Kurex
(Yes! I was hoping for a dramatic critical, but an 18 works just as well. :P )
Alexander
(Silence is golden)
DM (Ephesos)
Then, the thing lets out a... rattle. A strange, raspy noise that gets louder as its frame deflates, exposing the skeleton as the flesh almost melts away.
Alexander
"Wow Kurex! That's was helpful!"
Sawbones
I back away quickly.
Amadan
I stay back.
Alexander
Alexander jumps back too.
DM (Ephesos)
What is left behind is a badly-scorched and twisted heap of metal, connected with tubes of unhealthily-colored liquids, which start draining out onto the ground.
Then, you hear a loud *click*, and a whirring noise from somewhere behind where the mouth was.
Amadan
I get my two vials out and, if the thing is truly well and dead, gather some of the unhealthily-colored liquid.
DM (Ephesos)
As Amadan approaches it, a thin, whisper-like voice issues out from somewhere in the mechanism. However, it's loud enough for you all to hear.
???
"Help! I'm being held against my will! John? Etris? Lindy? Anyone!"
DM (Ephesos)
Then, there's another rattle, and the thing lies silent.
End Session.
